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THE OVERVIEW OF ESP DEVELOPMENT AND METHODOLOGY

Nurdin Nonir

Abstract; English for Speciflc Purposes (ESP) has been developing from time to
time. ESP itself is divided into trlo main sections. English Academic Purposes
(EAP)and English for Occupational Purposes (EOP), The delivery, of ESP in
Indonesia is facing sorne challenges yet many prospects ar€ also occurring lo some
extent. The advancement of technology has been facilitating ft€ teaching of ESP
which is undoubtedll, essential as supporting devices in the English Language
Teaching. The big frve phases of ESP development according to Hutchinson and
Waters are parts ofthe process into a perfect accomplishment in teaching this subject.
The methodology is designed to be a l€arner-cenlered rvhere the students or leamers
should be more active in responding to €very single materials brought into class.
Teachers should function as facilitator only that mostly giving guidance during the
leaming process. Some recommendations are imposed to have a better delivery in the
future. To maximize the output, materials should be specifically designed based on the
needs.

Keyn'ords: English for Specific Purposes, methodology, ELT, development, register

INTRODUCTION
English for specific purposes (ESP) has become a trending topic in

English Language Teaching (ELT). ESP has been developedprogressively to cater
the needs of English skills u,hich vary according to the learners' discipline or
occupational background. ESP in relation to specitic field of studies is commonly
called English for Academic Purposes (EAP). EAP may include, for example
English for Economics, English for Medical Study, and English for Psychology.
ESP in specific career or occupation is known as English for Occupational
Purposes (EOP) or English for Vocational Purposes (EVP). EOP may irclude
Eoglish for Secretaries, English for Teaching, and English for Tourism Industry.
This article highlights some theories and concept ofESP which cover some points
namely the origins of ESP and its development. In addition to that, this paper will
also discuss methodology in ESP context as w€ll as how technology in ESP is
developed, the interactions between students or leamers and teachers as the main
componentin the ESP leaming process including challenges and prosp€cts that
ESP deals with in Indonesia as a non-English speaking country.

The origins and definition of ESP
The origins ofESP are closely associated u'ith leamers' interest and needs

in various specific disciplines. such as Business English, English for lr{edicine,
English for Hotel Industry, or English for Secretary,. According to Hutchinson and
Waters (1987), the emergence of ESP could be identifred from three main reasons,
namely the demands of a brave neu' world, a revolution in linguistics, and focus
on the leamer. In other u'ords. the combination of the three lactors seemed to
point tou'ards the need lor increased specialization in language learning.

1 Dr. Nurdin Noni, M-Hunt. Dosen Bahasa lnggris FBS IJNLI lvlokasser
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The demands of brave nerv rvorlds u,ere due to the vast developmenl in
scientific, technical and economic activity' on an intemational scale at the end of
the Second World War era. This development promoted a uorld unified and ruled
b1' trvo forces, namely technologl, and business which strongly triggered a
demand for an intemational language. English nas the language dominantly used

in science. technologl,. and business in the post-s,orld u'ar, and since then English
teaching became big business.

The revolution in linguistics, as the second reasonwns signified by the
gro*'ing demand for English courses to cater learners' specific needs. The way of
teaching emphasizing the rules of English usage or defining the formal features of
language usage w'as shifted to discorering the wa)'s in rvhich language is actually
used in real communication. Widdowson in Hutchingson and Waters(1987) found
that the language we speak and rvrite varies considerably, and in a number of
different ways, from one context to another.In English language teaching, this
implied that there are important differences between one discipline and another,
for example business English and English for scierrce and technology.

These Ideas narried up naturally with the development of English courses for
specific groups of leamers. Therefore, the need of English teaching for certain
group of leamers could be identified by analyzing the linguistic characteristics of
their specialization. The third reasorg focus on the learner, was pointed out to be
one ofthe characteristics of origin of ESP.AI this point, Ieamers were seen tohare
different needs and interests, which rvould affect their motivation to learn.This
would also contribute to the rise of ESP. lramers would tend to be competent in
communicating in English according to their field ofstudy"
' For broader gnderstanding, Richard et al (1987) define language for specific

purposes (LSP), as second or foreigrr languages used for particular and restricted
types of comrmmication (e.g. for medical reports, scientific writing, air-traffic
control) and rlrhich contain lexical, grammar, and other linguistic feanues which
are different from ordinary language.Sinclair in MCDonough and French (1981)
further outliaes that LSP is not a branch or specialized interesl It is simply
language teachbg of any kind placed in relation to its context. This implies rhat
LSP is an approach to language teaching, not a subset of something else. In the
implementation of language teaching, it is important to decide whether a leamer
or group of leamers wanfto leam a language for general purposes or for specific
purposes.

In relation to the teaching of English as foreign language. fuchards et al
(1987) define ESP as the role of English in a language course or program of
instruction in which the conlent and aims of the course are fixed by the specific
needs of a pa(icular group of leamers. These specialized needs are of interest of
teaching ESP which in tum enables, for example, a technician student to read and
work from a technical manual, a chemist to participate in an international
conference.

ESP also deals with communicatire as rvell as linguistic competence.

Moreover, ESP puts more emphasis on the leamer's learning than on the teacher's
teaching. In relation to this, Kennedy and Bolitho (1984) put fonvard that ESP has

its basis in an investigation of the purposes of the leamer and the set of
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communicative needs arising from those purpos€s. Tlrese needs rvill then act as a

guide to the design of course materials. The kind of English to be taught and the

topics and themes tkough rvhich it will be taught will be based on the interests

and requirements of the learner. The skills to be taught ma1'also be restricted.
Hutchinson and Waters (1987) also claim that ESP is an approach to language

learning, that is based on the leamers need, thus ESP must be seen as an

'approach' not as a 'product'. ESP, then, is an approach to language teaching in
u'hich all decision as to content and method are based on the leamers' reason for
leaming process.ESP is divided into two main t1"pes, nanrely English for acadenric

stud1,(EAP: English for academic purposes) andEnglish for u,ork (EOP: English
for Occupational purposes).lt is also possible to distinguish ESP courses by the
general nature of the learners' specialties. They are three large categories, namely
EST @nglish for Science and Technology), EBE (English for Business and
Economics), andESS @nglish for Social Sciences).Each of the kinds has its own
sub-divisions which have more specialized purposes. EBE. for example, can be
more specialized into English for Economics, English for Finance and Banking
English for Business and commerce, and English for secretary. EST may consist
of English for Medical Study, English for Computer Science, and English for
Civil Engineering. ESS can be broken down into English for Psychology and law
English. Of course, there are more specialized subdivisions for each of the ESP
category.

Dudley-Evans and St John {in Simin, 2012) put foru,ard a definition of ESP as
a modification of Strevens'. They claim that ESP can be identified by its absolute
and variable characteristics.They further explain that with absolute characteristics,
ESP is designed to meet specific needs of the leamers; ESP makes.use'of the
underlying methodology and activities of the discipline it serves; and ESP is
centered on the language (grammar, lexis, register), skills, discours'e and genres
appropriate to these activities. With Variable Characteristics, ESP may be related
to or designed for specific disciplines; ESP may use, in specific leaching situation,
a different methodology from that of generai English; ESP is likely to hie designed
for adult leamers, eilher at a tertiary level institution or in a professional wor&
sihration. It could, however, be for leamers at secondary school level; ESP is
generally designed for intermediated or advanced students; Most ESP courses
assume some basic knowledge of the language system, but it can be used with
begirurers.

The Development of ESP
According to Hutchinson and Walers (1987). ESP has undergone four main

phases of development with a fifth phase starting to emerge. The five phases are

as follows:

Phase l: Register Analysis
The foremost idea initiating the register anal)'sis is that in diflerent situations

and circumstances people will use different registers. Registers are specificterms
or vocabularies rvhich vary according 10 the siluations. This analysis is often used

to refer to vocabulary and grammatical features of these registers. The key object

3
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*,as the pedagogic rnatter of promoting the ESP training more relevant to leamers'
needs. This analysis is only focused on the sentence level. I{ence, the teacher
should make a prior exploration to get information on the specific terms or
vocabulary and grammatical features the leamers need for their language training.
To set up an English training for a group of law students, for example, a teacher
should make an analysis to the situations that the learners usually experience or
meet in order to get data about the registers they need.

Phase 2: Discourse or Rhetorical Analysis
This analysis mo\:ed up to the level above the sentencethat is the relationship

between the meaning potential ofsentences and the realized meaning of utterances
in context. It means that the focus was on the level of horv sentences were
combined in discourse to produce a particular meaning. This approach aims at
making the learners become more efiicient readers, by which they are aware of
the fundamental slructure of a text and the way in which language is organized to
create the structure.

In a broader undersanding, an article in the website of All About Linguistics
of the University of Sheflield defines Discourse Analysis as a field of the social
sciences that includes a wide variety of different sociolinguistic approaches. It
aims to study and analyzn the use of discourse in at least one of the ttuee ways
stated, namely'language beyond the level of a,senterrce, language behaviors linked
to social practices, and language as a system of thought, and more often than not,
all of them at once. Analysis of discourse looks not only at the basic level of what
is said, but takes into consideration the surrounding social and historical contexts.

Phase 3: Need Analysis or Target Situation Analysis
The concept underlyingthis kind of analysis is that the main point of an

ESP kaining is to enable leamers to perform effectivelyin a target situation, that
is, the situation in which the leamers use the language they are leaming.
Therefore, the ESP course design should be carried out by identifying the target
situation and then doing an analysis of the linguistic features of that situation.
These identified features will underlie the ESP course syllabus. In short, the target
situation analysis apparently placed learner needs at the center of the course

design process. This process is commonly known as needs analysis. According to
Iwai et al. in Songhori (2008), the term needs analysis generally refers to the

activities that are involved in collecting information, especially about the target
situation, that will serve as the basis for developing a curriculum that rvill meet the

needs of a particular group of leamers.
lv{ore explanation of this analysis can be found in Robinson (1980:27-29),
Widdor,r'son (1984), and Richterich and Chancerel (1978).

Phase 4: Skills and Strategies
The main idea of this approach is that there are common reasoning and

interpretilg pro@ss, which allow us to drag meaning from discourse in language

use. Therefore, the focal point should rather be on the main interpretive strategies,

u'hich facilitarethe student to deal with the surface forms. An enrphasis on specific

subject regtste
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subject registers is not essential in this approach, since the above mentioned
processes are not restricted to any subjecl register. In terms of materials this
approach mostly hiBhlights reading or {istening strategies. The typical exercises

require the leamers to reflect on and analyze horv meaning is constructed in and

retrieled from written or spoken discourse.

Phase 5: I,eaming Centered Approach
The focus of this phase is not lvith language use. although this will help to

define the course objeclives. The focus is *'ith language leaming. We cannot just
assume that explaining and demonstrating what people do rvith a language rvill
enable them to leam it. If that rvere so, it would be necessary to do no more than
read a grammar book and a dictionary in order to leam a language. Therefore, an
approach to ESP must be based on an understanding of the process of language

leaming. It much deals with how a language is leamed in order to be able to use

the target language.

METHODOLOGY IN ESP CONTEXT
The general pattern in teaching methodology is for the teaching to be leamer-

centered (l,arsen Freeman, 1987). This means that the teacher should serve as a
guide and facilitator in the learning process.On the other hand, the learners have to
undertake some responsibility for the direction of the leaming and bear ultimate
responsibility for how much leaming takes place. Houever, teachers still perform
the traditional roles of presenting language, evaluating student performance, and
managing classroom. In this case, teachers should initiate and promote activities
for the leamers to perform and assist them as needed. Leamers are also
encouraged to leam from each other through pairs or small group work. Here,
there is.a minimizing of teacher talk and a maximizing of student practice. In
other words, the leamers should dominate the time to learn and practice the target
language, .and thercfore the leamers have more opportunities to ge1 target
language exposure.

In relation to the above concem, Hutchinson and Waters (1987) outline some
basic principles of languages leaming, which will underpin a leaming-centered
methodology:
1) Second language leaming is a developmental process. Leamers use their

existing knowledge to make the new information comprehensible. Their
existing knorvledge is animportant factor in the success or failure of leaming.
and the good teacher will accordingly'try to exploit $'hal tbe leamers already
knorv. Ilcorporating the existing knorvledge into the target language will
dorvngrade the leamers' learning burden or load. There is no need for learners

to think hard about the topic or content ofdiscussion. They u'illjust focus and

concentrate on the target language use. In other rvords, the leamers do not
need to work hard to grasp their understanding about. for example a reading
text, because it tells about something they already knorv.

2) Language leaming is an active process. It is not adequate for leamers just to
have the necessary knowledge to make things meaningful, they must also use

that knorvledge. It is the language processing activit) $'hich is the important
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factor. Therefore, a teacher cf English as a foreign language should bear in
mind that leamers should be encouraged to actirely practice the target
language they are learning. The teacher has to create situations which require
leamers to actively participate in the English language leaming process.

3) Language leaming is a decision-making process. In the traditional classroom
the teacher made all the decisions. In other rvords. all aspects. such as teaching
strategies, modes of interaction, materials, teaching aids, and evaluation, rvere

en.irely determined by the teacher. This rvas to avoid all possibilities of error.
Hosever, in communicative teaching, the learn€rs have their part as decision-
makers. The teachershould involve leamers in decision making. He/she needs
to ask for learners' suggestion to be considered to include in leaming process.

4) Language leaming is not just a matter of linguistic knonledge. The main
problem of second/foreign language learning is the mismatch between the
leamers' conceptual/cognitive capacities and their linguistic competenc€. This
is a particular problem in ESP where the learners' knowledge of their subject
matters may be of a very high level, while their linguistic knowledge is
almmtzero or of a low level.

5) Language leaming is not the lcarners' first experience with language. Every
second or foreign language leamer is already communicatively competent in
one language, at least their mother tongue.

6) Leaming is an emotional experienc€. The main point should be to promote the
positive €motions by, for example:
a. Applying pair and small group activities to build on existing social

relationships;
b. Providing students time to think and largely avoiding umecessary

pressure;
c. Putting more emphasis on the process of getting an answer and less on the

product.
7) Language leaming is to a large extent incidental. We can learn a language

incidentally, while *r are actually thinking about something else. In problem
solving approach, the problems to be solved are not necessarily language
problems. The main point is that the problems should requirethe students to
use the target language and thereby to fix the language into the matrix of
knowledge in their minds.

8) Language learning is not systematic. Leamers leam by systematizing
knowledge, bu1 the process itself is not syslematic. Putting information in a

systematic u'ay will not guamntee leaming. The learners must create an

intemal s1'st:m.

English for Academic Purposes (facts in Indonesia).
English for Academic purposes (EAP) is a branch of ESP w'hich is defined

as teaching English rtith the aim of assisting leamers' study or research in that

language. Hyland (2006), in this viewpoint, outlines that EAP is a broad term
comprising all aspects of academic communicative practice such as: pre-tertiary,
undergraduate and postgraduate teaching (from materials development to lectures
and classroom tasks), classroom interactions (from teacher feedback to tutorials
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and qroup actir,ities), research genres (llom joumal articles lo conference papers

und irani proposals), student u'riting (from essal's to academic papers and linal
r*iting assiggrments/theses). and administrative work (from course documents to

doctoral oral defenses).Based on the discipline category, Bojovii elaborates that

EA Pinvolves pre-experience, simultaneous/in sen'ice and post-experience

courses. It consists of English for (Academic) Science and Teclrnology (EST).

Engtish for (Academic) iv{edical Purposes (EIt'lP), English lor (Academic) Legal
purloses (ELP), and English for Management, Finance and Economics;

As for in Indonesia, some evidence in regards rvith the teaching ofEnglish
for Academic Purposes are found as in the follou'ing:
l) Crooks (1996) presents that the challenges of ESP teaching in Indonesia are

mainly remaining on teacher and material design. Some suggeslionsare
conveyed that if the courses in ESP rvere specially organized based on the

needs of the students than it would be more effective. In addition to that, more
di,.'erse and greater varieties ol materials should be offered to cater the
ditlerent needs ofthe leamers.

2) Nababan (1993) reiterates in his research that again material in ESP is
sometimes desigrred not based on the needs of specific groups, moreover!
vocabulary which is considered as the main register in this course quite oflen
is beiog abandoned. Therefore, to reach the learning larget, the initial step to
trigger the learners should be started from vocabulary teaching to stimulate
them to be more familiar with certain context prior to the real ESP teaching.

Challenges and prospects
Some challenges which have been explained above could be eliminated by

fostering some techniques which are feasible and effective to apply in Indonesia.
By referring to &e first evidence illustrated by Crooks (1996) in his works that
material should be carefully designed based on the leamers' needs.

Apart from that, the existence of technology is for sure bringing sorne
effects into the ESP teaching and learning process. Nevu technology means ne\r,
register to be fully comprehended both by teachers and learners. There should be a
kind of synchronization among the groups who involve in this subject.

Hou'ever, the prospects are very promising as this subject is undoubtedly
required to support the students' achievement in a more specific uay and it is
believed that this subject to be able to lead them into brighter career plans.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The concluding remarks can be highlighted in the follouing points:

1) ESP puts more emphasis on the leamer's leaming than on the teacher's
teaching.

2) The development ofESP has been marked by five approaches. namely register
anall'sis, rhetorical or discourse analysis, target situation anall'sis or need
analysis, skills and strategies, and leaming-centered approach.

3) There is nothing specific about ESP methodology. The principles rvhich
underlie good ESP methodology are the same as those that underlic sound
ELT methodology in general. Similarly, at the level of techniques the ESP
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teacher can leam a lot from General English practice. ln olher rvords, the
classroom skills and techniques acquired in General English teaching can be
usefully employed in the ESP classroom.

4) Challenges are still remaining on teacher and material design and the
prospects predicted are promising to be able to carrl'this subject on rvith some
modifications based on the needs.
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